Tulip rainbow on NEMO’s roof

NEMO’s roof will feature these Easter days the scarlet Bloody Mary, the sunny Yellow King and the deep purple Cuban Night. Now, as in previous years, the Science Museum’s freely accessible Rooftop Square is the setting for Amsterdam’s Tulip Festival. Together, the tulips on NEMO’s roof form a colourful floral rainbow. The festival lasts until May 14 or as long as the tulips bloom.

You can also visit Energetica, which opened at NEMO’s Rooftop Square in April of last year. Experiment in this free outdoor exhibition with the power of sun, wind and water. You can also pop into NEMO’s restaurant, whose spacious terrace is just the place for a leisurely lunch or drink. Alternatively, visitors can, of course, simply relax in one of the lounge areas, enjoying the sun and the stunning views over Amsterdam, or dipping their feet in the water flowing down the cascade.

About NEMO Science Museum

NEMO challenges everyone – from young to old – to discover how fascinating and relevant science and technology are. We show how remarkable everyday things are, yet present abstract science in a way that is very accessible. NEMO encourages visitors to discover scientific phenomena for themselves, and triggers them to investigate further. In this way, we make knowledge accessible to a wide audience and bring science closer.
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NEMO’s activities are made possible by the Ministry of Education, Culture and Science, together with other partners who provide content-related or financial support. You can view details of all of NEMO’s partners at:
www.nemosciencemuseum.nl/en/partners